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TEST 20
GRAMMAR

GRAMMAR

1.

Don’t be upset. I really don’t think he is
______ of your tears.
a. worthy
b. worth
c. worthwhile
d. worthiness

2.

Watching your weight is ______ as watching
what you eat.
a. the same importance
b. just as important
c. as the same important
d. just important

3.

4.

5.
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I can’t believe people continue to smoke
despite the damage it does _____ their lungs.
a. with
b. by
c. to
d. for
Meat ______ is very high in Greece.
a. consumption
b. consuming
c. consumed
d. consumer
After ______ all my options, I see that I have
no other course.
a. examined
b. examining
c. examine
d. I examining

GRAMMAR

6.

"Are you happy living on your own?"
"Yes, much happier ______, if I lived at
home."
a. I would be
b. would I be
c. than I would
d. than I would be

7.

"What are the rules of the competition?"
"The person ______ the best short story wins
a 2 year scholarship."
a. writes
b. which writes
c. that writes
d. is writing

8.

I don’t know what to wear so I’ll pick something
______ random.
a. in
b. by
c. at
d. for

9.

"I don’t know if I believe her story."
"______, she’s not the most trustworthy
person I’ve ever met."
a. Say it needlessly
b. It’s said needless
c. Needless saying
d. Needless to say

10.

"Did you go away for Christmas?"
"No, we haven’t gone anywhere ______ ."
a. for a long time
b. from a long time
c. a long time ago
d. since a long time
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CLOZE

Perhaps no other plant has been used for as

CLOZE

11.

a. than
b. as

c. from
d. is

12.

a. plant
b. ancestor

c. nature
d. purpose

13.

a. tribes
b. purpose

c. distribution
d. conditions

14.

a. Nowadays
b. First

c. Since
d. Traditionally

15.

a. be
b. get

c. treat
d. drink

16.

a. identified
b. research

c. focused
d. that

17.

a. component
b. action

c. equivalent
d. characteristic

18.

a. gain
b. prevent

c. lose
d. circulate

19.

a. papers
b. laboratory

c. because
d. applications

20.

a. believed
b. useful

c. edible
d. also

long in as many cultures and for as many medical
purposes _11_ the humble garlic plant. Garlic’s
wild _12_ is thought to have originated in Central
Asia. The plant spread east and west with
nomadic _13_ and was known to be cultivated in
the Middle East more than 5,000 years ago. Its use
in medicine dates from that time.
_14_, fresh garlic and garlic preparations have
been used to _15_ colds, fever, coughs, earache,
and numerous other ailments. Recent interest has
_16_ on the potential uses of Allicin, the chemical
_17_ of garlic primarily responsible for the plant’s
powerful odor, to lower high blood cholesterol
levels and to _18_ strokes. Over one thousand
research papers on the chemistry and clinical _19_
of garlic have been published over the past twenty
years. As garlic is abundant, inexpensive, and _20_
to be safe, it will likely remain as popular in the
future as it has been for the past several thousand
years.
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VOCABULARY
21.

22.

VOCABULARY

The ______ of nuclear weapons must be

26.

VOCABULARY

The ______ between their two families has

prevented.

been going on for 2 generations.

a. proliferation

a. heritage

b. reverberation

b. implication

c. combustion

c. performance

d. denomination

d. dispute

I don’t think that piece of evidence will be

27.

What was the ______ of what you just read?

______ in court.

a. target

a. accused

b. exclusive

b. existential

c. gist

c. formulaic

d. implication

d. admissible
28.
23.

Everyone has a high ______ for Mr. Sanders,

The keys fell into a ______ as we were hiking

our boss.

up a mountain path.

a. dissent

a. miniature

b. regard

b. chasm

c. expectation

c. gauge

d. aspiration

d. current
29.
24.

25.

Can you rub my back with this ______ ?

His fireplace is lined with ______ he has won
in golf tournaments.

a. penetration

a. assets

b. tissue

b. donations

c. ointment

c. presents

d. recipe

d. trophies

He has strong, ______ arms.

30.

I find it ______ having to repeat the

a. lurking

instructions over and over again.

b. bruised

a. exasperating

c. tolerant

b. articulating

d. muscular

c. cordial
d. resentful
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READING

The causes of psychoses appear to be multiple.
They include somatic (physical), biological, psychological (intra- and interpersonal) and sociocultural factors, all of which affect attitudes, feelings and behaviours. Studies of psychological
causes stress the importance of the mother-infant
relationship, inability and/or lack of opportunity
for the child to obtain gratification of his basic
needs, and defective development of a sense of
reality. Extreme maternal deprivation during the
first few months of life, caused either by lack of a
mothering figure through loss or by an unusually
barren mother-infant relationship, generates
unbearable tensions. Since deprived children
have had no one with whom to relate when relationship was most important, the warmth and
security derived from relating to another human
being are lacking. Genetic studies indicate that a
specific potential for reacting to personality
stresses in a specific way can be inherited; that is,
it is possible to inherit a constitutional predisposition to psychosis which is then stimulated or extinguished by other etiological factors.
In addition to the basic determinants, there
are a variety of factors that may precipitate a psychosis. These may be obvious reproductions or reenactments of earlier stresses, or they may be less
apparent and seemingly irrelevant events whose
relationship to previous stress is obscure.
Frequently precipitating factors are organic, such
as alcohol and other drugs, infectious processes,
endocrine and vitamin deficiencies, physical
defects and brain injuries. Other precipitating factors appear to be manifestations of stressful times
and events of life, as marriage or pregnancy.
Overwork has frequently been implicated, but it is
a symptom rather than a cause.

TEST 20

READING

31. According to the passage which of the
following would not be a cause of a psychosis?
a. Being raised in an orphanage.
b. Overdoing it on the job.
c. Remembering scenes of your father
beating you.
d. Suffering head injury.
32. Deprived children...
a. lack the sense of reality
b. would most likely suffer from
psychological psychoses.
c. generate unbearable social tensions.
d. go on to have barren mother-infant
relationships.
33. The mother-infant relationship...
a. stresses the study of psychological
psychoses.
b. gives the child a false sense of reality.
c. is the foundation of a normal
psychological make-up.
d. generates somatic tensions.
34. According to genetic research...
a. a person can inherit a tendency towards
psychoses.
b. great stimulation is attained by
psychotics.
c. stress is an inherited quality.
d. all psychoses are genetic.
35. What do children who grow up without a
mother not lack?
a. Defective development of a sense of
reality.
b. Unbearable tensions.
c. The ability to relate to others.
d. Satisfaction of their need to feel secure.
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HOMEWORK ñ DERIVATIVE CHART ñ HOMEWORK ñDE
NOUN

ADJECTIVE
accused
admissible

VERB

ADVERB

articulate
aspiration
asset
bruised
chasm
combustion
cordial
current
denomination
dispute
dissent
donate
exasperating
exclusive
existential
expectation
formulaic
gauge
gist
heritage
implication
lurking
miniature
muscular
ointment
penetrate
performance
present
proliferation
recipe
regard
resentful
reverberation
target
tissue
tolerant
trophy
transform
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MEANING/SYNONYM
blamed
confess, admission
eloquent, speak clearly
target, goal
property
purple mark on skin
gap, abyss
inflammable, sensitive
friendly, genial
recent, electricity, draft
religious sect
disagreement
opposition
give money/time
annoy, frustrate
limited to few
relating to existence
believe, waiting for
not original
guess, gadget
general meaning
tradition, background
involve, consequence
wait secretly, exist
very small, make small
having muscles
cream, salve
get into, infiltrate
ability, entertain
gift
multiply
way to cook food
consider, concerning
bitter and angry
echo, repercussion
goal, aim
soft paper, cells
endure, stand
reward, cup
change
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